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When divorcing parents cannot agree about the custody of their children, the task of determining which prospective placement is in the child's best interests falls to the courts. Often, the legal system seeks the aid of psychologists and other mental health professionals in performing this difficult function.

*Psychology and Child Custody Determinations* reviews the scientific basis for psychologists' participation in courtroom decisions and related clinical and professional issues. It carefully describes a psychologist's navigation through the courts' adversarial system and the ethical issues involved in his or her testimony.

*A volume in our series, Children and the Law. xii, 213 pages, preface, notes, references, index.*

$21.95
AIDS and the Law

A Guide for the Public
edited by Harlon Dalton, Scott Burris, and the Yale AIDS Law Project

In this book — the first comprehensive survey of the legal issues encountered by anyone dealing with AIDS — leading policymakers, scholars, attorneys, and physicians provide a crucial overview of the ways our society, through its laws, can and should respond to this rapidly widening epidemic.

“Uniquely comprehensive, unfailingly interesting and readable.”
— Eleanor Holmes Norton

“A useful resource.” — Ronald Bayer  New in cloth ($22.50) and paper ($7.95)

Corporate Physicians

Between Medicine and Management  Diana Chapman Walsh

Walsh explores the goals and problems of physicians who have become salaried employees of large American corporations. “An informed, interesting, and intelligent discussion.” — David Mechanic  $30.00
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